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Introduction 

Hospitals are complex organizations which exist to care for people who are in need of 

medical and surgical services. Lutheran Hospital of Indiana (Lutheran) located in Fort Wayne, 

Indiana, employs over 3000 staff, and contracts with more than 900 physicians. The hospital is 

situated along Interstate 69 in southwestern Allen County, and serves as a major healthcare 

resource for multiple surrounding counties, including northwestern Ohio. As a 435-bed tertiary 

care facility, Lutheran provides a full range of comprehensive services and offers nationally 

accredited centers including chest pain, heart and kidney transplant, stroke and cancer care, and 

the region’s only Children’s Hospital. Its mission statement demonstrates a focus on quality 

care: “Lutheran Hospital is committed to meeting the healthcare needs of its clients in northeast 

Indiana and the surrounding tri-state area through innovative services and network relationships 

that emphasize quality and value.” 

Lutheran Hospital plays a significant role within in the Fort Wayne community, both as 

one of the region’s largest employers, and as a healthcare organization capable of caring for 

people during and after an emergency or mass catastrophe. Emergency preparedness has been a 

focus for the United States, especially after the events of September 11, 2001, and hospitals have 

no less responsibility to be prepared to manage unexpected situations than do police and fire 

departments. The National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States, also known 

as the 9-11 Commission, was created by congressional legislation and presidential directive to 

prepare a complete account of the 2001 terrorist attacks. The Commission was instructed to 

examine the United States’ preparedness for such attacks, and to provide recommendations to 

guard against future occurrences. The Commission created the Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS), a governmental agency charged with the oversight of 22 different agencies 

whose shared goal is to prevent acts of terrorism. One of the strongest conclusions made by the  



9-11 Commission was that first responders from different jurisdictions could not effectively 

communicate with each other during disasters. President George W. Bush, in response to that 

finding, issued Homeland Security Presidential Directive-5: Management of Domestic Incidents. 

This Directive, to be carried out by DHS, mandated that a single comprehensive national incident 

management system be formed to combat domestic incidents. (National Commission on Terrorist 

Attacks Upon the United States, 2004) 

Emergency agencies such as police and fire departments, and hospitals, which are known 

as receiving agencies, can apply to receive federal grant money from DHS to implement the 

National Incident Management System (NIMS). NIMS, which was released in March 2004, is 

the first-ever nationally standardized approach to incident management and response. It was 

based upon a pre-existing Incident Command Structure, and it utilizes a common set of 

terminology, response concepts and procedures intended to be followed by all emergency 

responders to ensure a unified approach to domestic incidents of all magnitudes, from terrorist 

attacks to pandemic flu outbreaks. (NIMS FAQ: Serving the National Incident Management 

(NIMS) Community, 2008) Its standards are a series of steps designed to “improve institutional 

readiness and integration into a community-based response system” (EMSA, 2006) 

Hospitals that apply for and receive the federal grant money are obligated to implement the 

Hospital Incident Command System (HICS). NIMS standards were used to develop HICS as a 

way to help hospitals manage their own incidents, which often times are a result of a large-scale 

community situation. HICS is specifically geared towards healthcare facilities and their unique 

emergency planning needs and response to all hazards. All hazards refers to any type of 

situation, from terrorist attacks to a local tornado. Lutheran applied for and was awarded federal 

grant money in August 2008 to implement the HICS structure throughout its facility, and 

throughout the Lutheran Health Network, a family of ten healthcare facilities in northeast 

Indiana. With this grant money, which is effective through 2012, the hospital contracted with a  



company named FastCommand™ to provide the necessary software and web support to 

implement HICS. 

Il. Problem Statement 

Acceptance of the federal grant money obligates Lutheran to implement the HICS 

structure and transition to a more effective emergency response method than the one currently in 

place. As a result, policies and procedures have been changed to comply with the structure. Full 

implementation of HICS and FastCommand at Lutheran will change the way the organization 

responds to unplanned events. Unplanned events in healthcare are understood to refer to any 

situation outside the normal daily processes, including emergencies such as fires or winter 

storms, infant abductions, or disease outbreaks. As with any organization, change can be met 

with resistance and a culture of uncertainty, especially when processes differ from “the way 

we’ve always done it.” 

To succeed in the implementation of HICS, it is imperative that the hospital’s leadership, 

comprised of administrative staff and department directors, support this change and prioritize 

emergency preparedness. An extension of Lutheran’s mission statement includes several action 

statements designed to show the hospital’s commitment to healthcare and to the community, 

including: “Continually exploring, developing and implementing new concepts and re-evaluating 

existing programs in the interest of improved services and optimized use of resources.” 

Implementation of HICS will test that statement and allow real action to occur. Unfortunately, at 

the time of this paper, while hospital administration has voiced support for the initiative, few 

have volunteered for readily available FastCommand training, which is the first step towards 

understanding the HICS structure. How to create a framework for an administrative culture 

change with regards to organizational emergency response is this paper’s problem statement.  



III. Background 

Incident Command System   

The original Incident Command System (ICS) was developed in the early 1970’s as a 

way to improve intra-agency response to rapidly moving wildfires. It was designed to be a 

standardized on-scene situation management system to address recurring problems, including 

unclear lines of authority, an inadequate communications structure and a lack of coordinated 

planning, including identification of incident management objectives. Failure of a coordinated 

response to any emergency can lead to unnecessary property damage, health and safety risks, and 

economic loss. Integrated response under ICS is enabled by dividing an emergency response into 

five manageable functions, each with a pre-appointed leader: Command, Operations, Planning, 

Logistics, and Finance and Administration. (NIMS FAQ: Serving the National Incident 

Management (NIMS) Community, 2008) Because of the success of ICS, when NIMS was 

enacted in 2004 to address the challenges of all hazard and terrorist events, ICS concepts were 

included. 

ICS, which 1s the foundation of the Hospital Incident Command System, is a 

management system, with an Incident Commander in the lead role, not an organizational chart. 

This is an important distinction because every incident or situation requires that certain 

management functions be performed in a reliable manner. ICS integrates personnel from 

different agencies (in the event of a community emergency) or departments (such as within the 

hospital) into a common structure for purposes of delegating responsibilities and providing 

logistical and administrative support. It most importantly ensures that the five key functions as 

discussed above are covered and not duplicated. A well-designed, and practiced, ICS structure is 

crucial to eliminate role and title confusion, because positions within the structure are often 

assigned based on expertise, not necessarily on seniority.  



The Incident Commander sets the objectives, devises strategies and priorities, and 

maintains overall responsibility for managing the incident. The Command position is the only 

one always enacted in every situation (all five management functions may be accomplished 

single-handedly during small-scale incidents). Under the ICS structure, pre-existing hierarchies 

within the facility cease to exist. For example, if a fire should break out in the main hospital 

lobby, the first staff person on scene would become the Incident Commander, despite the 

existence of a pre-determined list of leaders. Perhaps the front desk registration person sees the 

fire, initiates the “55” emergency call, and pulls the fire alarm. That person then is responsible 

for directing the flow of events (telling other staff in the area to move patients and visitors, 

contain the fire, etc...) until the facility’s pre-assigned Incident Commander arrives on scene. 

When larger-scale disasters occur, one or more of the other functions can be initiated by 

the Incident Commander. On a broad scale, the Operations coordinator conducts the “tactical 

operations” like patient care. The Planning SA maintains ongoing documentation for 

follow-up reports, as well as resource status information (an important role if, for example, a 

hospital was experiencing a large influx of patients and needed to divert some of them to a 

neighboring facility). The Logistics manager provides needed services (i.e. supplies, security) to 

meet the operational objectives as set by the Commander. The Finance/Administration leader 

monitors costs related to the incident. Depending on the size of the incident, the Commander 

may assign section chiefs as well. (EMSA, 2006) 

The Hospital Incident Command System, ensures that ICS concepts are adapted 

specifically for unique hospital incident management situations. HICS “assists hospitals in 

improving their emergency management planning, response, and recovery capabilities for 

unplanned and planned events,” including both emergent and non-emergent events. Its 

principles are designed to “strengthen hospital disaster preparedness activities in conjunction 

with community response agencies.” (EMSA, 2006) HICS is not a substitute for a hospital’s  



emergency preparedness or operations plan, but provides a team response structure designed to 

be incorporated into a facility’s existing policies and procedures. 

The Joint Commission   

Lutheran Hospital’s existing policies and procedures are determined in large part by 

standards set by The Joint Commission, a not-for-profit organization that accredits and certifies 

thousands of healthcare organizations in the United States. Joint Commission accreditation 

reflects an organization’s ongoing commitment to quality healthcare and to meeting certain 

performance standards. (About Us: The Joint Commission, 2009) 

The Joint Commission manual for hospital accreditation is divided into sections 

pertaining to the different functions of the hospital, a few of which include Provision of Care, 

Medication Management, Infection Control, and Emergency Management. Emergency 

Management Standard EM.01.01.01 defines an emergency as “an unexpected or sudden event 

that significantly disrupts the organization’s ability to provide care...Emergencies can be either 

human-made or natural...and they exist on a continuum of severity.” A disaster is defined as “a 

type of emergency that, due to its complexity, scope, or duration, threatens the organization’s 

capabilities and requires outside assistance to sustain patient care, safety or security functions.” 

(The Joint Commission, 2009) EM.01.01.01 requires that a hospital develop and implement an 

emergency management plan and conduct a hazard vulnerability analysis to identify potential 

emergencies, the likelihood that those emergencies will occur, and the consequences of those 

events to the facility. To fully analyze an organization’s vulnerability, the hospital must meet 

with other community emergency response agencies to review and plan for the four phases of 

emergency management: mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery. In addition, the 

standard mandates that “the hospital’s incident command structure is integrated into and 

consistent with its community’s command structure. ..and provides for a scalable response to 

different types of emergencies.” (The Joint Commission, 2009)  



Community Preparedness   

Potential emergencies and disasters are numerous. Community leaders from Fort Wayne 

and eight surrounding counties, including 17 hospitals, and the Allen County Board of Health, 

are part of the District 3 Hospital Bioterrorism Committee. The committee has been convening 

on a regular basis to plan for one of the most likely emergencies to affect any community, a 

pandemic flu. While not considered a bioterrorism event, a pandemic is a global disease 

outbreak, and a flu pandemic would occur should there be spread of an influenza virus to which 

people have little or no immunity and for which there is no vaccine. It would spread quickly, 

and would overwhelm healthcare facilities due to the surge in patients, and lack of available 

medicine. (General Information: PandemicFlu.gov, 2009) Indiana has received over $7 million 

from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services for pandemic flu planning, and The 

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) developed a checklist to help hospitals assess their 

preparedness and develop a comprehensive plan to deal with such an emergency. This checklist 

includes a structured response system, not unlike the incident command structure mandated by 

The Joint Commission standards and HICS. 

One of the main issues identified by the Bioterrorism Committee is the need to have an 

alternate care site to house gravely ill patients in need of hospice-like palliative care, leaving 

hospitals available to treat those patients who have a better chance of surviving a pandemic flu, 

for example. The Allen County War Memorial Coliseum, a large entertainment facility in Fort 

Wayne, agreed to serve as this alternate care site. Situation management of the Coliseum would 

be coordinated by the Indiana State Board of Health. To run such a site however, takes 

planning and coordination on the scale of an incident command system. Indeed, the Bioterrorism 

Committee is divided into separate task committees, including communication, equipment, 

staffing, transportation, and pharmaceuticals. Lutheran’s Pharmacy director is coordinating 

efforts to arrange for the supply of necessary medications to the alternative care site, and our  
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Environment of Care director is working with local agencies to coordinate the important task of 

intra-agency communications. All hospital members of this committee have contracted with 

FastCommand to enhance vital communication strategies. 

It is important to remember that while Lutheran is a major community healthcare 

resource, and its role during a disaster is to care for sick and/or wounded patients, the hospital is 

vulnerable as well. It must be able to rely on resources found in the community, such as an 

alternate care site, or other area hospitals. Critical supplies for the hospital to have are access to 

personal protective equipment such as gloves, gowns and masks, water, fuel, adequate staffing 

levels, and medical, surgical and pharmaceutical supplies. A strong relationship with other 

emergency providers and resources in the surrounding community will help to ensure Lutheran’s 

ability to provide healthcare in the midst of disasters will not be damaged beyond recovery. 

As a side note, a recent article in one of Fort Wayne’s local newspapers reported that 

Indiana scored high in a ranking of the “preparedness levels of each state’s health department 

when it comes to disease, disasters and bioterrorism.” (Wiehe, 2008) The report, published 

jointly in December 2008 by the Trust for American’s Health and The Robert Wood Johnson 

Foundation, evaluated states as to whether their state’s public health lab could meet the 

expectations of the state’s public influenza management plan. 

Lutheran’s Emergency Operations Plan 

It is important to remember that this paper does not address implementation of an 

incident management system where previously there was none, but rather it evaluates the 

adaptation and transition of hospital culture to a newer, hospital-specific response method. 

Lutheran’s emergency management method, which has been in place for several years, was 

designed to be adapted to all types of situations because the hospital utilized the Incident 

Command System, even prior to HICS. However, the current Emergency Operations Plan, 

effective in January 2009 is much more detailed and broader in scope, and intends to  
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strategically guide the facility through emergencies. It “provides an organized process to initiate, 

manage, and recover from a variety of emergencies, both external and internal, which could 

confront [the hospital] and surrounding community.” (Emergency Operations Plan: Lutheran 

Hospital of Indiana, 2009) It describes a comprehensive “all hazards” command structure for 

coordinating the six critical areas: communications, resources and assets, safety and security, 

staffing, utilities, and clinical activities. The plan also specifies recovery strategies and processes 

to help restore systems critical for care and treatment after an emergency. 

The plan is centered on the four phases of emergency management. Mitigation activities 
  

are designed to reduce the risk of potential damage to building elements or specialized 

equipment. Preparedness activities help in the organization and mobilization of essential   

resources, including employee education, preparation with outside agencies, and acquiring and 

maintaining critical supplies. Response activities are those the hospital takes to respond to 

disruptive events of all severity levels. Strategies and actions to be activated during an 

emergency fall under response activities, including warnings and evacuations. Recovery 

activities are those that Lutheran will undertake to return the hospital to complete business 

operations. It is during this phase of emergency management that assessment of vital life- 

support operations takes place, as well as a long-term focus on returning all systems back to 

normal (if possible). The specific plan objectives were developed after risk assessment 

exercises, evaluation of previous years’ emergency responses, and environmental tours of the 

facility to identify and reduce safety risks. (Emergency Operations Plan: Lutheran Hospital of 

Indiana, 2009) 

Based on the type of medical care provided at Lutheran, its unique environment, and 

annual hazard vulnerability analyses, specific situations have their own well-developed 

emergency plans (initiated as “codes” on the facility’s overhead speakers):  



Critical and Serious Trauma: Code A Level 1 and Level 2 

Bomb Threat: Code Black 

Respiratory or Cardiac Arrest: Code Blue 

External Disaster (from community): Code D-1 

Patient Elopement: Code Green 

Pediatric Abduction: Code Adam or Amber 

Infant Abduction: Code Pink 

Person With Weapon: Code Silver 

Unruly Patient or Visitor: Code Strong 

Hazardous Waste Spill: Code Yellow 

Specific procedures are also in place to deal with storms, fires, electrical and water 

disruption. All staff receive training during hospital orientation on how to appropriately respond 

as applicable to their work environment, and surprise drills are conducted by the Environment of 

Care team to maintain competency. Only specified staff is required to respond to a Code Blue 

for example, but all staff in the facility is required to know all emergency codes and how to 

activate a call for help. Dialing ‘55’ on any hospital phone reaches the operator, who is trained 

to ask for crucial details. The operator announces the code on the overhead announcement 

system which then prompts activation of the facility’s emergency response. 

IV. Hospital Incident Command System 

HICS was released in 2006, and is undergoing widespread adoption by hospitals across 

the country. It is actually the fourth edition of the previously named Hospital Emergency 

Incident Command System. ‘Emergency’ was dropped to facilitate understanding that HICS is 

intended to be used to manage all types of events both within a hospital, and within the  
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community at large. It was developed by a team of 20 hospital-based experts from facilities of 

all sizes, and was subject to review and approval by the Department of Homeland Security, the 

Department of Health and Human Services, the American Hospital Association, the American 

Society for Healthcare Engineering, and The Joint Commission. In summary, it “addresses 

chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear and explosive incidents and offers complete 

descriptions of various authorities throughout the [HICS] organizational hierarchy.” A 

secondary review by experts in hospital emergency management was performed, and as stated 

earlier, the project was funded by federal dollars. Because of the federal funding, the entire 

system 1s publicly available for review at www.emsa.ca.gov, the website for the California 

Emergency Medical Services Authority. (McLaughlin, 2007) 

One of the benefits of HICS is that it truly is a method for managing “all hazards” or 

any type of situation. Incidents specific to a hospital that fall under HICS standards will include 

scenarios such as the afore-mentioned pandemic flu, or the above potential terrorist activities. 

As receiving agencies, healthcare organizations must be ready to enact response mechanisms to 

manage community situations that result in injured or ill patients. The success of HICS resides 

in the activation of incident management team charts for coordinating emergency and security 

roles. These charts depict hospital command functions, represent how authority and 

responsibility are distributed, and are crucial for effective response. The charts should be 

developed after the hospital identifies its vulnerabilities through the afore-mentioned hazards 

vulnerability analysis, and after it develops the emergency operations plan. Not every position 

on the team charts will be activated for each incident, but instead, HICS positions are initiated by 

the Incident Commander based on the magnitude of the event. 

Upon identification of an emergency, disaster, or other situation which demands 

response, the Incident Commander will direct all operations from a pre-determined centralized 

Hospital Command Center. The Commander is responsible for the overall strategic direction of  



activities, including emergency response and recovery. Total facility evacuation may be 

warranted and can be authorized upon discretion of the Commander. Depending on the severity 

of the event, the Commander will activate the appropriate Operations, Planning, Logistics and 

Finance/Administration Section Chiefs. He/She may also appoint other Command Staff 

personnel to assist, including: 

Public Information Officer: serves as the conduit for information to internal and external 

stakeholders, including staff, visitors and families, and the news media; 

Safety Officer: ensures the safety of staff, patients, and visitors; monitors and corrects 

hazardous conditions; has authority to halt any process that poses immediate threat to life 

and health; 

Liaison Officer: functions as the incident contact person in the Command Center for 

representatives from other agencies. 

Medical/Technical Specialists: persons with specialized expertise in areas such as 

biological/infectious diseases, chemicals, radiology, hospital administration, risk 

management and medical/legal ethics. (EMSA, 2006) 

Personnel assigned to any Command position should expect to receive a briefing of the incident, 

and to then operate as per hospital policy. 

It is absolutely imperative that personnel assigned to any command position be well- 

versed in their responsibilities. Communication is the key to successful incident management, 

no matter what the scale. It is not enough for an organization to merely have written polices and 

procedures. Without repeated practice, and identification of weak points within the system, even 

the most well-designed response mechanism will fail.  



HICS Guidebook 

The California Emergency Medical Services Authority published a nationally available, 

all-inclusive HICS Guidebook in 2006. This manual contains the materials necessary for a 

hospital to implement HICS standards, including educational and training resources, incident 

planning guides, policies, forms, and detailed descriptions of the management team positions. It 

also includes a scenarios designed to prompt proactive consideration of a facility’s preparedness, 

or to be used as the basis for emergency exercises. One of these scenarios, a bomb threat, and its 

associated incident response guide, is included as an appendix to this paper. This scenario 

should allow the reader to gain a better perspective of the procedures that a hospital must have in 

place to plan for a bomb threat, and then the actual HICS command positions that must be 

activated to respond to this potential emergency. 

To further enhance the reader’s understanding of the complexity of the Command staff 

positions (Incident Commander, Public Information Officer, Safety Officer, and Liaison Officer), 

Job Action Sheets for all situations are included for each of the above-described positions as an 

additional separate appendix. These sheets delineate the steps to take during the immediate 

operational period (within the first two hours), the intermediate time (from 2-12 hours), the 

extended time if necessary (anything beyond 12 hours) and then what is known as the 

“demobilization/system recovery” phase. 

V. FastCommand™ Digital Disaster Response System 

Communication is crucial to successfully manage any event, be it a bomb threat, an infant 

abduction, or a pandemic flu. Lutheran Hospital is a large facility, with patient care units located 

on the second, third and fourth floors, and administration and security departments on the first 

floor. Ancillary departments such as biomedical equipment, the laboratory, information services, 

and the cafeteria are located in the basement. Several physician offices are located in two  



medical buildings attached to the main hospital, and a separate facility, The Orthopaedic 

Hospital, is adjacent to Lutheran. The entire campus is wired for networked Lutheran intranet 

connections, but not every location is equipped with wireless capabilities. The main hospital has 

an overhead announcement system which is used to communicate everything from code blue 

team activations to newborn baby chimes. However, the two medical office buildings are not 

connected to the same overhead system, despite the fact that several hospital employees work in 

those buildings. 

How does an organization the size of Lutheran communicate most effectively with both 

the hospital and the surrounding community during emergencies? That problem was addressed 

when the facility was granted federal dollars to contract with FastCommand, a web-based, 

centralized communication service designed to manage internal emergency situations. The 

company also provides organizations with comprehensive documentation abilities, including the 

opportunity to send reports with pertinent regulatory information to local and national rescue and 

recovery agencies. (FastCommand: Digital Disaster Response System, 2009) 

The FastHealth Corporation, parent company of FastCommand, initially was developed 

to serve as a military crisis communication network. The company then expanded into 

academia. Now, after the events of 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina, it has further expanded its scope 

of business in response to the Federal Emergency Management Association (FEMA), an agency 

of the government tasked with disaster mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery, which 

has mandated compliance with an ever-evolving communication infrastructure to effectively 

manage emergencies. Because the internet is designed to keep operating in disasters, and with 

the ever-increasing availability of wireless handheld devices and laptops, communication 

networks should remain intact. 

FastCommand is FEMA-certified, and well-versed in hospital standards, policies and 

procedures. (FastCommand: Digital Disaster Response System, 2009) The company is only one  



resource available to healthcare facilities to help them effectively implement HICS standards. 

What sets this company apart from the competition though, is its unique Deflection Technology. 

This technology “permits instant redirection of high-use marketing sites for disaster purposes.” 

(FastCommand: Digital Disaster Response System, 2009) In understandable terms, this means 

that Lutheran Hospital’s website homepage can be instantly deflected in the event of an 

emergency to the FastCommand home page. FastCommand will then provide ongoing status 

updates to the public, area law enforcement agencies, and other healthcare facilities. One call 

with the pertinent details of the emergency by the authorized user at Lutheran (currently the 

Environment of Care director) initiates the deflection and the hospital’s usual home page will 

contain crucial details of the emergency. 

Fort Wayne experienced a serious winter storm in December 2008, resulting in massive 

property damage from ice, wide-spread power outages. Temperatures were sub-zero, and 

thousands of residents were without heat. During this storm, the home page of the hospital’s 

website was replaced with FastCommand, and information regarding shelters and assistance. 

While a winter storm does not approach the level of a bioterrorism event, or a pandemic flu, it is 

nonetheless reassuring to know that FastCommand was able to stand up to its guarantee of 

providing public information in the event of an emergency. All but one of hospitals within the 

Lutheran Health Network are now live with FastCommand. Parkview Health Network, 

Lutheran’s not-for-profit competitor on the other side of the city, is also utilizing a HICS 

structure, but has not yet signed a contract with FastCommand. The importance of all area 

healthcare facilities being able to use one central communication source is significant, if for no 

other reason than being able to manage resources such as available patient beds, ambulances, and 

physicians. 

Had the events of December 2008 involved a mass catastrophe whereby the HICS 

command positions were initiated, all personnel assigned to a position would have been notified  
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via FastCommand through a pre-selected method for each person, either via email, text message, 

page, or phone call of the basic details. In the event of a large-scale emergency, each person 

assigned to a command position would then log into the website, access additional details, and 

the appropriate job action sheets which have been loaded onto this site and adapted for 

Lutheran’s unique needs. Events like the containable fire in the lobby scenario mentioned 

earlier would not reach the level required for FastCommand initiation, but Lutheran emergency 

policies and procedures, as mandated by HICS, would still be followed. 

To explain the further intricate details of how an emergency is handled at Lutheran under 

the HICS standards, or to delve into the expansive capabilities of FastCommand, is not the 

purpose of this section of the paper. What is important, however, is that it is at this point that the 

problem statement of this paper becomes apparent. For Lutheran’s emergency management 

plan, HICS structure, and FastCommand to be used effectively, hospital leadership must be 

comfortable with an improved emergency response method, and must understand, and be able to 

use, vital communication strategies. Emergency drills are imperative and must be completed 

sooner rather than later because true large-scale emergencies are always a potential. The Fort 

Wayne community looks to Lutheran to provide an integrated emergency response, and to live 

up to the community’s expectations of our facility, we must adapt our culture to embrace an 

improved method of disaster response. 

VIL Creating a Framework for Administrative Cultural Change 

Culture 

The concept of culture is complex. It refers to the norms of behavior and values that a 

group of people share. This group also shares common feelings about what is of value and how 

they should act. (Kotter, 2002) Corporate culture refers to the “character of a company’s internal 

work climate and personality — as shaped by its core values, beliefs, business principles,  



traditions, ingrained behaviors, work practices, and styles of operating.” How managers and 

employees interact with each other, the values and ethical standards practiced (and preached) by 

management, and the way the company deals with external stakeholders, speak volumes about an 

organization’s culture. (Thompson, 2008) 

Corporate culture spans a wide range, from weak to strong. Strong company cultures are 

marked by deeply rooted values, and the company’s leaders “insist that company values and 

business principles be reflected in the decisions and actions taken by all company personnel.” 

These cultures have a big impact on the company’s norms of behavior. In such organizations, a 

genuine concern for customers, employees and shareholders, the three biggest constituencies, 

and their well-being, is evident in the policies and procedures. (Thompson, 2008) 

Organizational cultures can also be unhealthy, and those types are marked by dysfunction 

and dissension. A change-resistant culture tends to lean towards options that maintain the status 

quo, and fail to actively pursue performance improvement opportunities if to do so would change 

the status quo. “Hostility to change is most often found in companies with multilayered 

management bureaucracies that have enjoyed considerable success in years past and that are 

wedded to the ‘We have done it this way for years’ syndrome.” (Thompson, 2008) 

Consider the culture of Lutheran Hospital. The behavioral norms of include a facility- 

wide commitment to quality healthcare. Lutheran’s goal, as stated on its website is as follows: 

“Leading the way in patient care and services [and] offering the latest in treatment options and 

technological advances, in a kind, caring, and compassionate environment...”. The statement 

on the hospital’s web page goes on to reassure patients that they will receive the highest quality 

of care because each of Lutheran’s main centers of care, and a majority of its ancillary services 

are accredited, certified, or verified by the governing body for that specialty. However, “it’s not 

just about the certification and technology. It’s also about the care. Lutheran Hospital prides 

itself on hiring and retaining staff who care, who go out of their way to ensure each patient is  



receiving the best possible care — staff who choose to be remarkable every day.” (Lutheran 

Hospital, 2009) The corporate culture at Lutheran is strong and solid. Providing the level of 

care necessary maintain stringent accreditations only happens in a culture that prides itself on 

adherence to a shared set of values. 

Can a sub-culture which is resistant to change exist within an otherwise solid 

organization? Yes, especially when the policies and procedures have worked well in the past, 

and key leaders do not possess an understanding of the value of changing norms of behavior. 

Adaptation of those policies might be seen as unnecessary. Skeptics have to be convinced that 

the status quo is not always the right way to conduct business. People within the organization 

tasked with taking the company to the next level have to make a solid case for altering the old 

strategy, including why “certain behavioral norms and work practices in the current culture pose 

obstacles to good execution of new strategic initiatives.” Frontline managers must be 

won over to the cause, which means convincing them of the merits of practicing and 

enforcing cultural norms at the lowest levels in the organization... Effective culture- 

change leaders are good at [describing] the new values and desired behaviors and 

[connecting] them to everyday practices. (Thompson, 2008) 

Earlier in this paper, mention was made of a particular action statement as an extension of 

Lutheran’s mission statement: “Continually exploring, developing and implementing new 

concepts and re-evaluating existing programs in the interest of improved services and optimized 

use of resources.” Improved emergency preparedness, starting with administrative leadership, is 

the best example of “going live” with that action statement and a sure way to create a positive 

culture change. 

Change 

The word “change” is full of meaning. It means “to make different” or “to give a 

different position, course or direction to”. It also signifies transition, transformation or  
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substitution. (change, 2009) Robbins and Judge, in their book Organizational Change, identified   

six specific forces that act as change stimulants for organizations. Those forces include the 

changing nature of the workforce, technology, economic shocks, competition, social trends and 

world politics. In particular, the forces of technology, competition, and world politics have 

affected healthcare. 

The existence of computers in almost every setting, from PCs in our homes, smart 

phones, and vast networks of computers in all types of organizational environments, has 

completely changed the way we conduct business. FastCommand is the perfect example of 

technology as a force that is changing the way Lutheran Hospital will manage its emergency 

preparedness efforts. 

Competition as a change force is applicable to healthcare as well. Fort Wayne is home to 

two major healthcare systems, Lutheran Health Network and Parkview Health. Parkview, a not- 

for-profit organization, offers similar services, and there is a healthy competition between the 

“north” and the “south” for patients, physicians and employees. Because Parkview is mandated 

to comply with the HICS structure as well, and will eventually implement FastCommand, 

competition as a change force might not play a major role, but the Allen County community is 

still small enough that patients and families talk, and comparisons abound between the two main 

facilities. How we handle any type of situation will always be reviewed in hindsight and 

compared to a similar situation at the other facility. 

We would still be examining change management as it relates to emergency situations at 

Lutheran if the events of September 11, 2001 had never happened. However, because the of the 

events of that day, and because other tragedies such as the Oklahoma City bombing have 

occurred, the face and direction of situation management as a concept has been forever altered. 

We as a society must be ever-vigilant for events which could cause widespread injury and/or  



death, and therefore world politics has definitely acted as a change stimulant upon healthcare 

facilities. 

How can an organizational culture change, especially if the behavioral norms have been 

entrenched for years? Successful change does not occur overnight, especially planned changes 

such as implementation of the HICS structure and utilization of the FastCommand 

communication system. Lutheran is being asked to embrace a new way of doing things, to 

transition to new methods and new technologies. It is important to remember that shifting norms 

and values before creating a new way of operating is nearly impossible, because only when a 

new way of operating has been shown to succeed over some period of time will a change take 

hold. (Kotter, 2002) Lutheran does not have the luxury of time to experiment with 

FastCommand and HICS; our new way of operating is a mandated change. Therefore, 

leadership’s responsibility is to help the hospital embrace this mandate and believe that it will 

result in a higher quality of patient care. 

Change Agents 

So it is “leadership’s responsibility” to guide the hospital through this transition. But 

who, exactly, is the right leader for the job? The answer is a change agent. Change agents can 

be people either within an organization, or external to it (Robbins, 2007) who are able to 

communicate a sense of urgency, and urge an emotional commitment to the new direction to 

other members on the team. This change agent must also maintain a deep belief in the vision. 

(Black, 2003) 

Change agents are leaders, and must be able to engage in strategic thinking, which 

involves “identifying the critical issues that must be addressed and finding the pathways to move 

toward a desired future.” (Puccio, 2007) Change agents should also be skilled in clearly 

formulating challenges, and helping the organization to develop a vision. This concept is critical 

for Lutheran’s situation, in that we must avoid wasting resources, including time and money, in  



pursuit of a solution that is not right for our facility and healthcare network. The resources 

involved in successfully implementing HICS and FastCommand are immense; critical thinking 

skills and the ability to formulate challenges is necessary. 

As for Lutheran, the change agent by default is the Director of Environment of Care. He 

is responsible for guiding the administrative leadership through the introduction to the HICS 

structure and through implementation of FastCommand. Interestingly, research has shown that 

“organizations are more likely to embark on transformational change when headed by leaders 

from outside the traditional network.” (Robbins, 2007) This Director came to Lutheran less than 

two years ago, having spent a career as a fire fighter and then as the fire chief of Fort Wayne for 

several years. He brought with him no healthcare experience, but he did have a strong sense of 

commitment to patient and employee safety. It was through his efforts that in less than two years 

after his arrival, we are implementing HICS and have contracted with FastCommand. 

Resistance to Change 
  

It has been well-documented that organizations and their members resist change, 

probably because a lack of change equates to stability and predictability, but absolute resistance 

can hinder an organization’s ability to adapt and progress. Resistance can lead to conflict, which 

could be healthy when the merits of the proposed change are calmly discussed and considered, 

but such conflict can spiral out of control if individuals begin to feel a loss of loyalty to the 

organization, make increased errors, or lose their motivation to work. (Robbins, 2007) 

Major sources of organizational resistance to change include: 

e Structural inertia: Organizations, including hospitals, have pre-defined ways of 

operating to ensure stability. This structural inertia counterbalances major 

changes in processes to keep this stability.  
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Limited focus of change: Changes within one area of the hospital will likely have 

a ripple effect throughout the facility. A change in emergency management 

methods is an enormous transition, and therefore this force is not applicable to the 

focus of this paper; smaller changes would tend to be overridden by the greater 

facility. 

Group inertia: Group norms may act as a hindrance to change efforts, despite the 

willingness of individuals to progress. 

Threat to expertise: Big changes might threaten a group’s expertise in a particular 

area. In this instance, Lutheran Hospital has never had a separate and distinct 

Environment of Care director, and therefore there has been never been an 

established emergency management expertise within the hospital. 

Threat to established power relationships: Change could result in a re-distribution 

of decision-making authority, which might threaten long-established relationships 

within the organization. 

Threat to established resource allocations: Groups that control a facility’s 

resources tend to be content with the way things are. Implementation of the HICS 

structure changes some of the mandated resources required to be available, 

despite never having needed these before. (Robbins, 2007) 

Yet another reason why people are hardwired to resist random change is because we are 

“wired to survive.” We cling to what has worked in the past. (Black, 2003) Consider this 500 

year old quote by Niccolo Machiavelli, a 15™ century Italian philosopher: 

“There is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more doubtful of success, nor more 

§ dangerous to handle, than to initiate a new order of things. For the reformer has enemies 

in all those who profit by the old order, and only lukewarm defenders by all those who  
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could profit by the new order. This lukewarmness arises from the incredulity of mankind 

who do not truly believe in anything new until they have had actual experience with it.”   

Hardwiring change is against our nature. That concept actually sheds an interesting light 

on events over the past two years at Lutheran Hospital. Lutheran Health Network was purchased 

in 2007 by Community Health Systems (CHS) of Tennessee. CHS is the one of the nation’s 

leading operators of acute-care hospitals (Community Health Systems, Inc., 2009), and as part of 

its own commitment to quality, CHS contracts with the Studer Group. Quint Studer is one of the 

nation’s leading experts in healthcare excellence, and author of the book Hardwiring Excellence.   

With the change in corporate ownership, Lutheran was asked to “hardwire” Quint Studer’s Nine 

Principles of Excellence into our culture. The Nine Principles include the following, 

implementation of which have been proven to improve the quality of care provided in hospitals 

across the nation: Commit to Excellence, Measure the Important Things, Build a Culture Around 

Service, Create and Develop Leaders, Focus on Employee Satisfaction, Build Individual 

Accountability, Align Behaviors with Goals and Values, Communicate at All Levels and 

Recognize and Reward Success. (Studer, 2003) 

Studer’s principles work, provided that hospitals make them an active part of their 

cultures. The “hardwiring” concept succeeds because Studer encourages facilities to practice the 

principles repeatedly, until they eventually become a part of an organization’s behavioral norms. 

Like Machiavelli’s quote, until people have had experience with a change, they will not truly 

believe and buy into it. Studer principles have been embraced by Lutheran, and good things are 

happening, proof that embracing a change concept is possible, and proof that our natural 

resistance can be overcome. 

One of the concepts within the Studer principles is that of hourly rounding, or assessing 

patients on an hourly basis. That seems like a simple concept, but in a 435-bed hospital, filled to 

capacity, on a day where staffing levels may be below the desired minimum, hourly rounding on  



patients was not a priority. However, Lutheran’s leadership recognized the performance 

improvement opportunities inherent in hourly rounding, including the potential to decrease the 

risk of patient falls, a leading cause of injury to patients in hospitals. Hourly rounding by nurses 

and patient techs enables a proactive approach to patient needs, including the opportunity to 

- prevent physically or mentally compromised patients from attempting to ambulate on their own 

by asking if they need anything. Since implementation of hourly rounding in 2008, Lutheran’s 

annual fall rate has steadily decreased. People may be hardwired to resist change, but solid 

leadership and a belief that good results are possible help us to overcome our resistance. 

A belief that change is unnecessary may well be one of the main reasons behind 

Lutheran’s reluctance to embrace the use of FastCommand and the HICS structure. “Resistance 

is more likely if the current way of doing things has been successful in the past, and there is no 

clear evidence of serious problems that require major change...Even when a problem is finally 

recognized, the usual response is to make incremental adjustments in the present strategy, to do 

more of the same, rather than to do something different.” (Yukl, 2006) Resistance to change can 

stem from other reasons within organizations, including a belief that the change is not feasible. 

Even when problems are acknowledged, a proposed change may be resisted because it 

seems unlikely to succeed. Making a change that is radically different from anything 

done previously will appear difficult if not impossible to most people. Failure of earlier 

change programs creates cynicism and makes people doubtful the next one will be any 

better. (Yukl, 2006) 

No one in administrative leadership at Lutheran has implied that the FastCommand 

system, or the HICS structure, will not succeed. On the contrary, they simply have not yet 

invested enough time and effort in familiarizing themselves with the responsibilities that 

accompany these change, and in their defense, with good reason. To date, Lutheran has never 

had to cope with a disaster of the magnitude that HICS was designed to manage. Informal  
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conversations with leadership personnel at the hospital revealed that the perceived resistance to 

change is really a result of being comfortable with “the way things have always been” as well as 

a lack of sense of urgency about the need to move to a new system. Employees at all levels are 

hit with a barrage of information every day and they must sort through and find the few pieces 

required to be an excellent employee. (Kotter, 2002) Healthcare is constantly changing, from 

annual updates to Joint Commission standards, new operational mandates from our corporate 

office, and new “best practices” for patient safety. Adding FastCommand and a new structure by 

which to effectively handle emergencies is simply one more piece of information that must be 

sifted through and evaluated for importance. 

A recent example of making do with “the way things have always been” occurred during 

the previously mentioned winter storm in December. Keeping in mind that FastCommand can 

be utilized for multiple types of situations, not just large-scale emergencies, had the required 

HICS command personnel been trained in their positions, and comfortable with the web-based 

communications structure, the following situation could have been managed more smoothly. 

The Orthopaedic Hospital (TOH), a Lutheran Health Network facility, sits adjacent to Lutheran 

Hospital, and shares a large number of staff and resources with Lutheran. TOH operates in 

partnership with a physicians’ ambulatory surgery center, Fort Wayne Orthopaedics (FWO), 

located across the street from the hospital campus. During the storm, FWO lost power on a day 

when 40 patients were scheduled for surgery. The staff at TOH and Lutheran decided to transfer 

the patients to TOH, and performed a majority of those surgeries at TOH. The effort involved in 

making sure the surgeries went smoothly was immense, considering the coordination required 

between operating room staff, inpatient admissions, the pharmacy and medical equipment 

departments. Organization of the day’s events took place in the lobby of TOH, with an 

informally assigned Incident Commander who placed multiple cell phone calls to FWO staff, and 

wrote the day’s operating procedures and directions on a white-board. Had FastCommand been  
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a utilized, the appropriate Command Staff would have been initiated, communications would have 

been through a central source, and a complete documentation of the day’s events would have 

been available for review at a later date. 

Stages of Change 

Consider the following regarding the change process: 

Virtually every major change has its roots in success. In almost every case, the need for 

change is born of past success — of doing the right thing and doing it well. The more 

right it is and the better it has been done, the more likely that it has a long rather than 

short history...Change starts with a history of doing the right thing and doing it very well, 

but then something happens: The environment shifts, and the right thing becomes the 

wrong thing. (Black, 2003) 

The current shift in our nation’s environment is certainly born out of our changing world; 

we are now vigilant against terrorist attacks on our own land, and drug-resistant strains of 

bacteria are surfacing more often, just to name a couple of shifts. However, those “shifts” are 

accompanied by amazing technological advances, which help us to not only detect and hopefully 

prevent such disasters, but help us to communicate real-time information to key people to better 

manage outcomes. Hospitals, as explored earlier in this paper, are not immune to these 

environmental shifts, and must change their behaviors if they are to successfully adapt and 

adhere to their missions of quality care and patient safety. 

Because organizations are comprised of people, it is at the individual level that change 

happens. An organization can change only “as far or as fast as its collective individuals change.” 

(Black, 2003) J. Stewart Black and Hal B. Gregersen, in their book entitled Leading Strategic 

Change: Breaking Through the Brain Barrier, proposed that for new processes to be successful, 

people must change the “mental maps” in their heads, or the ways in which they view their 

organization and their jobs. These mental maps are “brain barriers”, or barriers that change  
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agents have to break through in order to help individuals embrace change. Black and Gregersen 

structured their book around what they consider to be the three main barriers to change: 

1) Why, when opportunities or threats stare people in the face do people fail to 

see the need to change? 
  

Even when people see the need, why do they often still fail to move? 

Even when people move, why do they fail to finish — not going far or fast 

enough? (Black, 2003) 

The authors suggest that by simplifying the processes that need to be changed, people 

will not fail to see the need, fail to move, or fail to finish. They propose that the fundamental 

cycle of change is simple, and can be summed up in four stages: 

1) Do the right thing and do it well. 

2) Discover that the right thing is now the wrong thing. 

3) Do the new right thing, but do it poorly at first. 

4) Eventually do the new right thing well. (Black, 2003) 

Lutheran Hospital has competently managed its emergency situations over the years. 

However, now that the environment has changed, we see that our old way of preparing for and 

managing situations is now not the most effective. Implementation of the HICS structure, and 

the FastCommand system will take time, and as to be expected with any new process, we will 

not perform at 100% capacity the first few times we use it. After practice drills, reinforcement of 

the importance of the new system, and gradual “buy-in” to the increased performance the new 

processes allow us to have, individual leaders should start to embrace the change, and will 

therefore be able to lead the hospital into a new era of responsible emergency management.  
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What if though, we find that despite all efforts to engage individuals, key personnel still 

do not desire to make the switch to the new processes a priority? Consider the premise that only 

20% to 30% of the workforce are actively engaged in their jobs and willing to give 100% effort. 

That is the topic of Timothy R. Clark’s article entitled “Engaging the Disengaged.” Because the 

HICS command structure, and full utilization of FastCommand can succeed only after complete 

acceptance by the entire facility, and not just the key command personnel, change agents might 

be faced with how to overcome organizational apathy. 

Clark suggested five forces to help engage employees in their environments, including 

connecting, learning and envisioning. Connecting involves finding a way to connect the 

employee to the organization. This can be difficult during change initiatives, especially in large 

organizations because communication inevitably suffers. Communicating face to face with 

people at least twice as often as when managing the status quo is an important tool for 

connecting employees to their jobs. (Clark, 2008) 

Learning in its most basic form can never be underestimated. Employees who value 

learning, and who therefore gain understanding about the new direction their organization is 

headed towards, can make an enormous difference in acceptance or resistance. Change is no 

longer a surprise when employees understand the reason behind the change and the opportunities 

that await. 

Most organizational elements, including processes, structures and systems, are 

temporary. We harvest them only as long as they bear fruit. Markets change so quickly 

that employees must understand that organizational elements have simply become 

configurable parts that come together to create value. When a particular configuration 

reaches the point of diminishing returns, it's time to reconfigure parts to get new ones. 

(Clark, 2008)  
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The concept of a “learning organization” refers to an organization which has developed 

the capacity to continuously adapt and change. Obviously, individuals are at the root of the 

learning, but as an entire culture, organizations do, indeed, learn. Most of them engage in 

“single-loop learning”, whereby correction of errors relies on what has been done in the past, and 

current policies and procedures. In contrast, in “double-loop learning” organizations, errors are 

corrected “in ways that involve the modification of the organization’s objectives, policies and 

standard routines. [This type of learning] challenges deeply rooted assumptions and norms 

within an organization.” (Robbins, 2007) 

Lutheran Hospital has a vision to provide quality patient care. Envisioning as a concept 

represents another of Clark’s concepts regarding how to engage employees in change, and how 

to motivate them to accept the new processes. 

The most highly engaged employees have two visions: a personal vision that creates a 

portrait of who and what they will become, and an organizational vision that outlines a 

compelling picture of where the organization tries to go. Both are important and 

interconnected. ..[ Leaders] should not be afraid to look in to the future and confess that it 

is not perfectly clear. [They] should “understand that envisioning is a life-giving force to 

employees at all levels. (Clark, 2008) 

Change Processes 

The forces that work towards encouraging an organization’s tendency to resist change 

must be counter-balanced by methods to overcome that resistance. Concepts that change agents 

can use in facilitating adaptation to new methods include education and communication, 

participation, building support and commitment, negotiation, manipulation and cooptation, 

selecting people who accept change, and coercion.  
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Resistance can be reduced through education and communication by helping employees 

understand the logic of a change. Communication is crucial because it “fights the effects of 

misinformation and poor communication.” Adequate communication can also “sell” the need for 

change.” (Robbins, 2007) Anyone who has ever worked for a large organization knows the 

effects of rumors and speculation on employee morale. Incorrect, or misinterpreted, information 

can breed misunderstanding. 

If possible, bringing individuals who may be inherently opposed to the change in 

question into the decision-making process can be beneficial. “Assuming that individuals “have 

the expertise to make a meaningful contribution, [participation] by key personnel “can reduce 

resistance, obtain commitment, and increase the quality of the change decision.” (Robbins, 

2007) 

Change agents can facilitate supportive efforts directed at decreasing employees’ fears 

and anxieties about impending change. Favoring the status quo tends to be the norm if people 

have a low emotional commitment to change, but by offering skills training, or counseling, 

leaders can build organizational support. (Robbins, 2007) 

Resistance might be centered on a few key individuals who are threatened by the shift in 

operational norms. If absolutely necessary, change agents could negotiate a sort of package deal 

with the resisters, designed to reward them for their commitment to change. This strategy could 

easily backfire though, opening the door to “blackmailing” the change agents by others in 

positions of power, in the hopes of gaining something in return for commitment. (Robbins, 

2007) 

Manipulation refers to covert influence techniques, designed to distort facts to make them 

appear more attractive, and creating false rumors to engage employees in the change process. 

Cooptation combines both manipulation and participation, and “seeks to “buy off” the leaders of 

a resistance group by giving them a key role in the change decision. The leaders’ advice is  
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sought, not to seek a better decision, but to get their endorsement.” Truly, these tactics involve 

trickery, and can easily backfire if the leaders realize that they are being used to force through a 

change. (Robbins, 2007) 

Personality influences a person’s ability to accept and adapt to change. Selection of those 

who have positive attitudes, and who are open to new experiences, is crucial to a change leader’s 

team. Those who react emotionally to change tend to be more rigid when it comes to facilitating 

progress and adaptation in organizations. (Robbins, 2007) 

Coercion is the exertion of direct threats or force on the resisters. Thankfully, 

implementation of the HICS structure and FastCommand should not give rise to resistance of the 

magnitude that requires coercion by change agents. That tactic is more likely to be reserved for 

situations where, for example, severe expense reduction is necessary for an organization to stay 

open and employees are coerced into agreeing to a pay cut in exchange for still having a job. 

(Robbins, 2007) 

Successful change in organizations usually follows a pattern of events. Kurt Lewin 

proposed such a pattern in 1951: 

[T] he change process can be divided into three phases: unfreezing, changing and 

refreezing. In the unfreezing phase, people come to realize that the old ways of doing 

things are no longer adequate. This recognition may occur as a result of an 

obvious crisis, or it may result from an effort to describe threats or opportunities not 

evident to most people in the organization. - In the changing phase, people look for new 

ways of doing things and select a promising approach. In the refreezing phase, the 

new approach is implemented and it becomes established. All three phases are important for 

# successful change. (Yukl, 2006) 

Unfreezing is letting go of the way things have always been, or the status quo. The status 

quo is an “equilibrium” state, where both individual and organizational resistance to change are  
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present. (Robbins, 2007) If this equilibrium can be shifted by a change agent, then individuals 

who have been asked to participate in the change process begin to see the value of moving 

towards a goal. Refreezing, then, is essentially re-stabilizing the new situation. 

John Kotter took Lewin’s change model one step further, and listed common failures 

made by organizations and/or individuals when trying to initiate change. These failures include 

the inability to create a sense of urgency about the need for change, failure to create a 

coalition for managing the change process, the absence of a vision for change and to 

effectively communicate that vision, not removing obstacles that could impede the 

achievement of the vision, failure to provide short-term and achievable goals, the 

tendency to declare victory too soon, and not anchoring the changes into the 

organization’s culture. (Robbins, 2007) 

& Based on these common failures, Kotter then established eight steps to help organizations 

and change agents lead effective large-scale change efforts. These steps are as follows (note that 

the first four steps mirror Lewin’s “unfreezing” stage, the next three are reflective of the 

“movement” phase and the last step is the “refreezing” of the organization): 

e Create a sense of urgency among relevant people. For Lutheran, the sense of urgency 

should be the very real possibilities of a pandemic flu, or a mass-casualty accident on the 

interstate, just to name two scenarios. 

Form a coalition with individuals who have the power to lead the change. This guiding 

team must have the “credibility, skills, connections, reputations and formal authority” to 

guide the eho process. 

Develop a clear, uplifting vision of the change. The vision should make sense to the 

particular organization, and should be developed by the transition team.  



Communicate the vision and strategies. The team should consider how to induce 

comprehension of the change to the employees. Repetitive communication is vital. Too 

often, leaders do not realize the error of their ways when they communicate a new 

process or policy only one time, and then expect that the organization will take hold of 

the change and move forward. 

Empower others to act without obstacles. Identify the barriers to change and encourage 

risk-taking. 

Plan for and reward short-term successes. Setting interim goals and surpassing them 

during the overall change process can be a highly motivating force. 

Do not try to do too much all at once. Change leaders should carefully consider what to 

tackle after each short-term success, because people quit too soon if the process as a 

whole seems overwhelming. 

Reinforce the changes by demonstrating the correlation between the new processes and 

behaviors and the organization’s success. It is at this point that a revised organizational 

culture will emerge, with new norms of behavior and shared values. It takes time to 

produce a new culture, but perseverance, and an awareness of the barriers to change 

which likely still may exist in areas throughout the organization is imperative. (Kotter, 

2002) (Black, 2003) 

Yet another concept for managing successful change in organizations is that of 

“organizational development.” It is actually a paradigm that values the individual contribution to 

the entire collaborative change process. The basics of this paradigm include respect for people, 

trust and support, power equalization, confrontation and participation. Basic respect for other 

co-workers is an essential tool. If everyone were treated with dignity and valued for their unique 

experiences and insights, collaboration might proceed more easily. All healthy organizations are  



characterized by a culture of trust and openness. Successful organizations usually manage to 

“deemphasize hierarchical authority and control” and are less concerned about the power 

structure than the importance of every member on the team. Crucial to strategic problem-solving 

1s a commitment to deal openly with obstacles, not to push them aside for convenience’s sake. 

Last but not least, and already discussed earlier in this paper, is the importance of participation of 

people who will be affected by the change in processes. Participation leads to effective 

communication which translates into a commitment to seeing a valuable change succeed. 

(Robbins, 2007) 

VII. Conclusion and Recommendations 

Lutheran Hospital of Indiana faces enormous responsibilities on a daily basis. First and 

foremost, its staff must act on the organization’s mission statement to provide quality and 

valuable care to the patients. Hospital leaders must also maintain a safe working environment 

for staff and physicians. The facility must also serve as a community and regional healthcare 

resource. The standards, policies and procedures that the staff must operate under are numerous; 

it takes great commitment to excellence and quality by all employees, and ongoing performance 

improvement efforts to simultaneously adhere to these standards and provide ongoing care. 

Emergency and situation preparedness and management is one more piece of the big puzzle, but 

one that cannot fall out of focus due to the inherent unpredictable nature of catastrophes and 

large-scale incidents. 

Despite the previously identified barriers to change, Lutheran is moving forward. 

Beginning in 2009, all emergency drills will be conducted using the FastCommand digital 

disaster response system. Up until this point, FastCommand and HICS have been concepts, not 

realities. Therefore it is imperative that training on the system and its functions be made 

available to all designated HICS command staff prior to the first drill. The FastCommand  
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company has scheduled several training dates over the next few weeks to accommodate staff 

schedules, and the Environment of Care director will be present at all of the trainings to answer 

any questions raised specific to Lutheran’s policies and procedures. Mere training, however, 

does not ensure that a culture change will take place. ‘“Management’s efforts to make a 

persuasive case for changing what is deemed to be a problem culture must be quickly followed 

by forceful, high-profile actions.” (Thompson, 2008) Long-lasting change will only happen with 

effective communication, identification of our facility’s strengths and weaknesses, and a careful, 

strategic analysis of the best way to proceed towards this major transition. 

As explored earlier in this paper, Lutheran’s Emergency Operations Plan was updated in 

January 2009. This comprehensive update has been in the planning stages for several months, 

under the direction of the hospital’s Environment of Care director, and at the time of completion 

of this paper, is ready to be reviewed by the newly formed Emergency Management Committee. 

This committee, to be comprised of administrative leaders, nursing directors and facilities 

managers, will work together to explore ways to streamline situation response, with a heavy 

focus on practice of the HICS standards and effective communication strategies. The acceptance 

and recognition of this committee by the hospital as a group with power to change the status quo, 

and to enforce the mandated changes, would be an excellent example of the “forceful, high- 

profile actions” mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 

Just as the availability of FastCommand training does not ensure administration’s 

embrace of change, the mere existence of an HICS-compliant Emergency Operations Plan is not 

sufficient to change behavioral norms concerning emergency management. Paramount to the 

success of this initiative is effective communication, in a manner that makes sense for the unique 

world of healthcare. Remembering that the staff receives multiple forms of communication on a 

daily basis, much of it related to patient safety, risk management, and training on new 

procedures, the new committee will have to remember to impart a sense of urgency about HICS.  
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Failure to do so could result in a facility unprepared to deal with a mass catastrophe. It would be 

devastating to the surrounding community to learn after a mismanaged situation that the hospital 

had the tools to change, and simply did not, out of lack of interest, lack of practice, or lack of 

understanding of the implications of not being adequately prepared. 

Once the HICS structure is solidified at Lutheran, and when key personnel are 

comfortable with FastCommand and its capabilities, Lutheran should endeavor to initiate these 

changes at the corporate level. Imagine the effective use of resources that could result if all 117 

hospitals in the CHS network across the nation were able to utilize FastCommand; instant access 

to nearby sister-hospital resources would be available, policies and procedures could be shared, 

and clear documentation would be available for review and reflection, which could lead to 

performance improvement opportunities being identified in facilities who may not have 

considered themselves as being at risk for a particular type of incident. Considering the amount 

of planning and preparation which must still go into effect at the local level, such an attempt 

would be an enormous undertaking. However, if the change agents perform as recommended, if 

they identify the barriers to change within healthcare organizations, and if they structure a solid 

communications plan, the possibility can become a reality. 

Change is inevitable. But with careful planning and visioning, it can lead an organization 

to new heights of success. Lutheran is up to the challenge. Our ever-changing world demands 

nothing less. 
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Internal Scenarios 

e Internal Scenario 1: 

e |nternal Scenario 2: 

e Internal Scenario 3: 

Internal Scenario 4: 

Internal Scenario 5: 

Internal Scenario 6: 

Internal Scenario 7: 

Internal Scenario 8: 

Internal Scenario 9: 

Internal Scenario 10: 

Internal Scenario 11: 

¢ Internal Scenario 12: 

e Internal Scenario 13: 

Bomb Threat 

Evacuation, Complete or Partial Facility 

Fire 

Hazardous Material Spill 

Hospital Overload 

Hostage/Barricade 

Infant/Child Abduction 

Internal Flooding 

Loss of Heating/Ventilation/Air Conditioning (HVAC) 

Loss of Power 

Loss of Water 

Severe Weather 

Work Stoppage 

Use: The hospital can use each scenario to assist in reviewing their EOP, build 

out questions or additional details to use during a facilitated discussion or table 
top exercise, or use as a basis for planning functional exercises. 

§ 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

SCENARIO 

Your hospital main switchboard receives a call stating that an explosive device has been placed 
within your facility and will detonate within 60 minutes. Based on the amount of detail provided 
by the caller, it is determined that this poses a credible threat to your facility, and you activate’ 
the bomb threat procedures. 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT PLANNING GUIDE 

Does your Emergency Management Plan Address the following issues? 

Mitigation & Preparedness 

Does your hospital maintain bomb threat procedures that are reviewed annually and revised as 
1. needed? 
  

2. Does hospital have process to develop unified command with local law enforcement and/or FBI? 
  

Does your hospital provide training to security and hospital personnel on how to recognize and 
respond to suspicious activity, including unidentified packages and persons exhibiting suspicious 
behavior? 
  

Does your hospital have procedures for identifying and immediately removing unattended vehicles 
during bomb threats? 
  

Does your hospital have a bomb threat kit (updated blueprints, floor plans, light sticks, pads, pencils, 
phone list, etc.) available? 
  

Response & Recovery 

Does your hospital have a procedure to conducting a thorough search of the entire facility and 
t grounds? 
  

Does your hospital have a plan to use non-electronic communication methods during a bomb threat 
because case electronic signals could detonate the bomb(s)? 
  

Does your hospital have a procedure to rapidly lockdown the facility and ensure all access and egress 
points of the building and grounds are secured? 
  

Does your hospital have plans for vertical and horizontal evacuation (e.g., department, floor, wing, 
and building) of the facility? 
  

Does your hospital have a mechanism for initiating bomb threat procedures and for disseminating 
information throughout the facility without causing alarm or panic? 
  

Does your hospital have a safe external evacuation area accessible to large vehicles, in case it 
becomes necessary to move patients and staff to another location? 
  

Does your hospital coordinate with local law enforcement to secure facility and campus areas? 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT RESPONSE GUIDE 

Mission: To safely manage staff, patients, and visitors during a bomb threat or suspicious 
package situation. 

Directions 

O Read this entire response guide and review incident management team chart 
  

[0 Use this response guide as a checklist to ensure all tasks are addressed and completed 
  

Objectives 

0 Document all bomb threat information 
  

Immediate respond to the bomb threat when received or suspicious object is found 
  

Maintain security of the facility, consider lockdown and/or evacuation 
  

Control and inspect packages and materials entering critical areas for suspicious objects 
  

Maintain patient care services 
  

Ensure safety of the staff, patients, and visitors 
  

Immediate (Operational Period 0-2 Hours) 

COMMAND 

(Incident Commander): 

O Activate Command staff and Section Chiefs as appropriate 

Q Consider the possibility of a “dirty bomb” and evaluate/prepare for secondary radiation, 
chemical, and/or biological contamination 

(Liaison Officer): 

O Notify appropriate authorities of bomb threat and coordinate internal and external response 
agencies (e.g., law enforcement, bomb squad) 

0 Communicate with other healthcare facilities to determine: 

e Situation status 

Surge capacity 

Patient transfer/bed availability 

Ability to loan needed equipment, supplies, medications, personnel, etc. 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT RESPONSE GUIDE 

  

COMMAND 

(Safety Officer): 

O Consider immediate evacuation of areas if threat is identified 

O Monitor response activities to ensure safety of staff, patients, and responders 

(Public Information Officer): 

OQ Establish a media staging/briefing area and secure the media area to ensure media remain in 
designated areas 

O Conduct media briefings and situation updates 
  

OPERATIONS 

O Implement the bomb threat procedure 

Secure the facility and stop visitors and others from entering the facility 

Evacuate non-essential personnel out of the facility to a safe area 

Initiate and coordinate search activities to identify suspicious objects or suspicious activity 

Liaison with responding and investigating law enforcement agencies 

a Consider evacuation or relocation of patients 
  

PLANNING 

O Establish operational periods, incident objectives and Incident Action Plan, in collaboration 
with Incident Commander 

Q Prepare to track patients and personnel 
  

LOGISTICS 

a If necessary, establish an external evacuation safe area 

0 Prepare to implement patient tracking protocols 

Prepare for possible transportation for evacuated patients 

Account for all personnel currently in the facility 

Provide staff information and mental health services, as appropriate 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT RESPONSE GUIDE 

  

Intermediate (Operational Period 2-12 Hours) 
  

COMMAND 

(Incident Commander): 

Q Meet with Command Staff and Section Chiefs to evaluate the overall impact of incident on 
the facility 

(PIO): 

0 ; is . 
a Continue monitoring media reporting 

Q Develop briefings and updates for staff, patients and visitors 

(Safety Officer): 

O Conduct ongoing analysis of existing response practices for health and safety issues related 
to staff, patients, and facility, and implement corrective actions to address 
  

OPERATIONS 

QO Continue securing the hospital and grounds and restricting non-essential personnel from 
entering the building 

a Continue facility search procedures 

QO Evacuate patients and staff, as indicated 

a Continue to liaison with law enforcement 
  

LOGISTICS 

O 
Q Continue to support facility response by providing appropriate personnel or equipment 
  

FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION 

O Track expenses and lost revenues 

  

Extended (Operational Period Beyond 12 Hours) 
  

COMMAND 

(Incident Commander): 

0 
0 Implement patient, staff and visitor evacuation of the facility 

O Update and revise the Incident Action Plan 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT RESPONSE GUIDE 

  

COMMAND 

(PIO): 

a Continue media briefings and situation updates 

(Liaison Officer): 

a Continue updating local emergency management, fire and EMS of situation status and need 
to evacuate facility 

(Safety Officer): 

0 Continue monitoring safety practices and oversee safe evacuation of the facility 
  

OPERATIONS 

0 Continue patient management activities and evacuation of the facility 

QO Oversee evacuation of the facility and transfer of patients to other hospitals 

a Continue hospital and grounds security, deny entry to non-essential personnel 
  

PLANNING 

0 Implement patient and staff tracking during the evacuation 

0 Update and revise the Incident Action Plan 
  

LOGISTICS 

0 Continue to provide mental health support to staff and patients as needed 
  

FINANCE 

a Continue to track response expenses 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT RESPONSE GUIDE 

  

Demobilization/System Recovery 
  

COMMAND 

(Incident Commander): 

OQ Ensure local law enforcement/bomb squad issue an “all clear” for the facility 

Q Oversee restoration of normal hospital operations 

(P10): 

0 Conduct final media briefing providing situation status, appropriate patient information and 
termination of the incident 

(Liaison Officer): 

0 Notify local emergency management, fire and EMS of termination of the incident 

(Safety Officer): 

O Oversee the safe return to normal operations and repatriation of patients 
  

OPERATIONS 

QO Restore patient care and management activities 

OQ Repatriate evacuated patients 

OQ Re-establish visitation and non-essential services 
  

PLANNING 

Q Finalize the Incident Action Plan and demobilization plan 

a Compile a final report of the incident and hospital response and recovery operations 

Ensure appropriate archiving of incident documentation 

Write after-action report and corrective action plan to include the following: 

e Summary of actions taken 

Summary of the incident 

Actions that went well 

Area for improvement 

Recommendations for future response actions 

Recommendations for correction actions 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT RESPONSE GUIDE 

  

LOGISTICS 

0 Provide debriefing and mental health support services for staff and patients 
  

FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION 

0 Compile final response and recovery cost and expenditure summary and submit to the 
Incident Commander for approval 
  

  

Documents and Tools 
  

O Hospital Emergency Operations Plan 
  

Hospital Evacuation Plan 
  

Hospital Bomb Threat Procedure (telephone vs. suspicious object threat) 
  

0 

0 

0 Facility and Departmental Business Continuity Plans 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TEAM CHART -- IMMEDIATE 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TEAM CHART -- INTERMEDIATE 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TEAM CHART -- EXTENDED 
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Internal Scenario 1 

BOMB THREAT 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TEAM CHART -- DEMOBILIZATION 
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Job Action Sheet 

INCIDENT COMMANDER 

COMMAND 

Mission: Organize and direct the Hospital Command Center (HCC). Give overall strategic 
direction for hospital incident management and support activities, including emergency 

response and recovery. Authorize total facility evacuation if warranted. 

  

Date: Start: End: Position Assigned to: 
  

Signature: Initial: 

Hospital Command Center (HCC) Location: Telephone: 
  

Fax: Other Contact Info: Radio Title: 
  

  

  

Immediate (Operational Period 0-2 Hours) Initial 
  

Assume role of Incident Commander and activate the Hospital Incident Command System 
(HICS). 
  

Read this entire Job Action Sheet and put on position identification. 
  

Notify your usual supervisor and the hospital CEO, or designee, of the incident, activation of 
HICS and your HICS assignment. 
  

Initiate the Incident Briefing Form (HICS Form 201) and include the following information: 
e Nature of the problem (incident type, victim count, injury/iliness type, etc.) 

Safety of staff, patients and visitors 
Risks to personnel and need for protective equipment 
Risks to the facility 
Need for decontamination 
Estimated duration of incident 
Need for modifying daily operations 
HICS team required to manage the incident 
Need to open up the HCC 
Overall community response actions being taken 
Status of local, county, and state Emergency Operations Centers (EOC) 
  

Contact hospital operator and initiate hospital's emergency operations plan. 
  

Determine need for and appropriately appoint Command Staff and Section Chiefs, or 
Branch/Unit/Team leaders and Medical/Technical Specialists as needed; distribute 
corresponding Job Action Sheets and position identification. Assign or complete the 

Branch Assignment List (HICS Form 204), as appropriate. 
  

Brief all appointed staff of the nature of the problem, immediate critical issues and initial 
plan of action. Designate time for next briefing. 
  

Assign one of more clerical personnel from current staffing or make a request for staff to the 
Labor Pool and Credentialing Unit Leader, if activated, to function as the HCC recorder(s). 
  

Distribute the Section Personnel Time Sheet (HICS Form 252) to Command Staff and 
Medical/Technical Specialist assigned to Command, and ensure time is recorded 
appropriately. Submit the Section Personnel Time Sheet to the Finance/Administration 
Section’s Time Unit Leader at the completion of a shift or at the end of each operational 
period. 
    Initiate the Incident Action Plan Safety Analysis (HICS Form 261) to document hazards and 
define mitigation.       
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Job Action Sheet Command 

INCIDENT COMMANDER 

Page 2 

  

Immediate (Operational Period 0-2 Hours) Time | Initial 
  

Receive status reports from and develop an Incident Action Plan with Section Chiefs and 
Command Staff to determine appropriate response and recovery levels. During initial 

briefing/status reports, discover the following: 
e If applicable, receive initial facility damage survey report from Logistics Section 

Chief and evaluate the need for evacuation. 
If applicable, obtain patient census and status from Planning Section Chief, and 
request a hospital-wide projection report for 4, 8, 12, 24 & 48 hours from time of 

incident onset. Adjust projections as necessary. 

Identify the operational period and HCC shift change. 
If additional beds are needed, authorize a patient prioritization assessment for the 
purposes of designating appropriate early discharge. 
Ensure that appropriate contact with outside agencies has been established and 
facility status and resource information provided through the Liaison Officer. 
Seek information from Section Chiefs regarding current “on-hand” resources of 
medical equipment, supplies, medications, food, and water as indicated by the 
incident. 

oe Review security and facility surge capacity and capability plans as appropriate. 
  

Document all key activities, actions, and decisions in an Operational Log (HICS Form 214) 
on a continual basis. 
  

Document all communications (internal and external) on an Incident Message Form (HICS 

Form 213). Provide a copy of the Incident Message Form to the Documentation Unit. 
  

  

Intermediate (Operational Period 2-12 Hours) Initial 
  

Authorize resources as needed or requested by Command Staff. 
  

Designate regular briefings with Command Staff/Section Chiefs to identify and plan for: 
e Update of current situation/response and status of other area hospitals, emergency 

management/local emergency operation centers, and public health officials and 
other community response agencies 

Deploying a Liaison Officer to local EOC 

Deploying a PIO to the local Joint Information Center 
Critical facility and patient care issues 
Hospital operational support issues 
Risk communication and situation updates to staff 
Implementation of hospital surge capacity and capability plans 
Ensure patient tracking system established and linked with appropriate outside 
agencies and/or local EOC 
Family Support Center operations 
Public information, risk communication and education needs 
Appropriate use and activation of safety practices and procedures 
Enhanced staff protection measures as appropriate 

Public information and education needs 
Media relations and briefings 
Staff and family support 
Development, review, and/or revision of the Incident Action Plan, or elements of 
the Incident Action Plan 
  

Oversee and approve revision of the Incident Action Plan developed by the Planning 
Section Chief. Ensure that the approved plan is communicated to all Command Staff and 

Ww Section Chiefs. 

Communicate facility and incident status and the Incident Action Plan to CEO or designee, 
or to other executives and/or Board of Directors members on a need-to-know basis. 
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Job Action Sheet Command 

INCIDENT COMMANDER 

Page 3 

  

Extended (Operational Period Beyond 12 Hours) Initial 
  

Ensure staff, patient, and media briefings are being conducted regularly. 
  

Review and revise the Incident Action Plan Safety Analysis (HICS Form 261) and 
implement correction or mitigation strategies. 
  

Evaluate/re-evaluate need for deploying a Liaison Officer to the local EOC. 
  

Evaluate/re-evaluate need for deploying a PIO to the iocal Joint information Center. 
  

Ensure incident action planning for each operational period and a reporting of the Incident 
Action Plan at each shift change and briefing. 
  

Evaluate overall hospital operational status, and ensure critical issues are addressed. 
  

Review /revise the Incident Action Plan with the Planning Section Chief for each operational 
period. : 
  

Ensure continued communications with local, regional, and state response coordination 
centers and other HCCs through the Liaison Officer and others. 
  

Ensure your physical readiness, and that of the Command Staff and Section Chiefs, 

through proper nutrition, water intake, rest periods and relief, and stress management 
techniques. 
  

Observe all staff and volunteers for signs of stress and inappropriate behavior. Report 
concerns to the Employee Health & Well-Being Unit Leader. 
  

Upon shift change, brief your replacement on the status of all ongoing operations, critical 
issues, relevant incident information and Incident Action Plan for the next operational 
period. 
  

  

Demobilization/System Recovery 
  

Assess the plan developed by the Demobilization Unit Leader and approved by the 
Planning Section Chief for the gradual demobilization of the HCC and emergency 
operations according to the progression of the incident and facility/hospital status. 
Demobilize positions in the HCC and return personnel to their normal jobs as appropriate 
until the incident is resolved and there is a return to normal operations. 

e Briefing staff, administration, and Board of Directors 
e Approve announcement of “ALL CLEAR" when incident is no longer a critical safety 

threat or can be managed using normal hospital operations 
Ensure outside agencies are aware of status change 
Declare hospital/facility safety 
  

Ensure demobilization of the HCC and restocking of supplies, as appropriate including: 
Return of borrowed equipment to appropriate location 
Replacement of broken or lost items 
Cleaning of HCC and facility 

Restock of HCC supplies and equipment; 
Environmental clean-up as warranted 
  

Ensure that after-action activities are coordinated and completed including: 
e Collection of all HCC documentation by the Planning Section Chief 
e Coordination and submission of response and recovery costs, and reimbursement 

documentation by the Finance/Administration and Planning Section Chiefs 
Conduct of staff debriefings to identify accomplishments, response and 
improvement issues 

o Identify needed revisions to the Emergency Management Plan, Emergency 
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INCIDENT COMMANDER 
Page 4 

  

Demobilization/System Recovery Time | Initial 
  — 

Operations Plan, Job Action Sheets, operational procedures, records, and/or other 
related items 

Writing the facility/hospital After Action Report and Improvement Plan 
Participation in external (community and governmental) meetings and other post- 
incident discussion and after-action activities 
Post-incident media briefings and facility/hospital status updates 
Post-incident public education and information 
Stress management activities and services for staff       

  

Documents/Tools 
  

  
Incident Action Plan 

HICS Form 201 — Incident Briefing Form 
HICS Form 204 — Branch Assignment List 
HICS Form 207 — Incident Management Team Chart 
HICS Form 213 —- Incident Message Form 
HICS Form 214 — Operational Log 
HICS Form 252 — Section Personnel Time Sheet 
HICS Form 261 — Incident Action Plan Safety Analysis 
Hospital emergency operations plan and other plans as cited in the JAS 
Hospital organization chart 
Hospital telephone directory 
Radio/satellite phone 
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Job Action Sheet COMMAND 

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER 

Mission: Serve as the conduit for information to internal and external stakeholders, including 

staff, visitors and families, and the news media, as approved by the Incident 
Commander. 

  

Date: Start: End: Position Assigned to: Initials: 

Position Reports to: Incident Commander Signature 

Hospital Command Center (HCC) Location: Telephone: 
  

Fax: Other Contact Info: Radio Title: 
  

  

  

Immediate (Operational Period 0-2 Hours) Initial 
  

Receive appointment and briefing from the Incident Commander. 
  

Read this entire Job Action Sheet and review incident management team chart (HICS Form 
207). Put on position identification. 
  

Notify your usual supervisor of your HICS assignment. 
  

Activate the facility communications and risk communications plan, policies and 
procedures. 
  

Establish a designated media staging and media briefing area located away from the HCC 
and patient care activity areas. Inform on-site media of the physical areas to which they 
have access and those which are restricted. Coordinate designation of such areas with the 
Safety Officer and the Security Branch Director. 
  

Contact external Public Information Officers from community and governmental agencies to 
ascertain and collaborate public information and media messages being developed by 
those entities to ensure consistent and collaborative messages from all entities. 
  

Consider need to deploy PIO to local Joint Information Center, if activated. 
  

Develop public information and media messages to be reviewed and approved by the 
Incident Commander before release to the news media and the public. Identify appropriate 
spokespersons to deliver the press briefings and public information announcements. 
  

Attend all command briefings and incident action planning meetings to gather and share 
incident and hospital information. 
  

Conduct or assign personnel to monitor and report to you incident and response 
information from sources such as the internet, radio, television and newspapers. 
  

Request one or more recorders and other support staff as needed from the Labor Pool & 
Credentialing Unit Leader, if activated, to perform all necessary activities and 
documentation. 
  

Document all key activities, actions, and decisions in an Operational Log (HICS Form 214) 
on a continual basis. 
  

Document all communications (internal and external) on an Incident Message Form (HICS 
Form 213). Provide a copy of the Incident Message Form to the Documentation Unit. 
  

  

Intermediate (Operational Period 2-12 Hours) Initial 
    Continue to attend all Command briefings and incident action planning meetings to gather     
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Intermediate (Operational Period 2-12 Hours) Time | Initial 
  

and share incident and hospital information. Contribute media and public information 
activities and goals to the Incident Action Plan. 
  

Continue contact and dialogue with external Public Information Officers, in collaboration 

with the Liaison Officer, from community and governmental agencies to ascertain public 
information and media messages being developed by those entities to ensure consistent 
and collaborative messages from the hospital/facility. Coordinate translation of critical 
communications into multiple languages. 
  

Determine whether a local, regional or State Joint Information Center (JIC) is activated, 
provide support as needed, and coordinate information dissemination. 
  

Continue to develop and revise public information and media messages to be reviewed and 
approved by the Incident Commander before release to the news media and the public. 
  

Ensure that media briefings are done in collaboration with JIC, when appropriate. 
  

Develop regular information and status update messages to keep staff informed of the 
incident and community and hospital/facility status in collaboration with the Employee 
Health and Well-Being Unit Leader, the Family Care Unit Leader and the Mental Health 
Unit Leader. 
  

Utilize internal hospital communications systems (e.g., email, intranet, internal TV, written 

report postings, etc.) to disseminate current information and status update messages to 

staff. 
  

Assess the need to activate a staff “hotline” for recorded information concerning the incident 
and facility status and establish the “hotline” if needed. 
  

Issue regular and timely incident information reports to the news media in collaboration with 
of the Situation Unit Leader and Liaison Officer, to be approved by the Incident 
Commander. Relay pertinent information received to the Situation Unit Leader and the 
Liaison Officer. 
  

Review the need for updates of critical information through in way finding and signage for 
staff, visitors and media. Assist in the development and dissemination of signage. 
  

Coordinate with the Patient Tracking Manager regarding: 
e Receiving and screening inquiries regarding the status of individual patients. 
e Release of appropriate information to appropriate requesting entities. 
  

Continue to document all actions and observations on the Operational Log (HICS Form 
214) on a continual basis. 
  

  

Extended (Operational Period Beyond 12 Hours) Initial 
  

Continue to receive regular progress reports from the Incident Commander, Section Chiefs 
and others, as appropriate. 
  

Coordinate with the Logistics Section Chief to determine requests for assistance to be 
released to the public via the media. 
  

With approval from Incident Commander and in collaboration with community and 
governmental PIOs, conduct ongoing news conferences, providing updates on casualty 
information and hospital operational status to the news media. Facilitate staff and patient 
interviews as appropriate. 
          . Ensure ongoing information coordination with other agencies, hospitals, local EOC and the 
JIC. 
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Extended (Operational Period Beyond 12 Hours) Time | Initial 
  

Prepare and maintain records and reports as indicated or requested. 
  

Ensure your physical readiness through proper nutrition, water intake, rest, and stress 
management techniques. 
  

Observe all staff and volunteers for signs of stress and inappropriate behavior. Report 
concerns to the Employee Health & Well-Being Unit. 
  

Upon shift change, brief your replacement on the status of all ongoing operations, issues, 
and other relevant incident information. 
  

  

Demobilization/System Recovery Initial 
  

As needs for Public Information team staff decrease, return staff to their normal jobs and 
combine or deactivate positions in a phased manner. 
  

Coordinate release of final media briefings and reports. 
  

Ensure return/retrieval of equipment and supplies and return all assigned incident 
command equipment. 
  

Upon deactivation of your position, brief the Incident Commander on current problems, 
outstanding issues, and follow-up requirements. 
  

Upon deactivation of your position, submit Operational Logs (HICS Form 214) and all 
completed documentation to the Planning Section Chief. 
  

Participate in after-action debriefings and document observations and recommendations for 
improvements for possible inclusion in the After-Action Report. Topics include: 

e Accomplishments and issues 
e Review of pertinent position descriptions and operational checklists 
e Recommendations for procedure changes 
  

Participate in stress management and after-action debriefings. Participate in other briefings 
and meetings as required.     
  

  

Documents/Tools 
  

Incident Action Plan 
HICS Form 207 — Incident Management Team Chart 
HICS Form 213 — Incident Message Form 
HICS Form 214 — Operational Log 
Hospital emergency operations plan 

Crisis and emergency risk communication plan (Facility, and if available, community plan) 
Hospital organization chart 
Hospital telephone directory 
Radio/satellite phone 

Community and governmental PIO and Joint Information Center contact information 
Local media contact information   
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Mission: Ensure safety of staff, patients, and visitors, monitor and correct hazardous conditions. 

Have authority to halt any operation that poses immediate threat to life and health. 

  

Date: Start: End: Position Assigned to: Initials: 

Position Reports to: Incident Commander Signature: 
  

Hospital Command Center (HCC) Location: Telephone: 
  

Fax: Other Contact Info: Radio Title: 
  

  

  

Immediate (Operational Period 0-2 Hours) Initial 
  

Receive appointment and briefing from the Incident Commander. 
  

Read this entire Job Action Sheet and review incident management team chart (HICS Form 
207). Put on position identification. 
  

Notify your usual supervisor of your HICS assignment. 
  

Establish contact with the Communications Unit Leader and confirm your contact 
information. 
        Annonint Safetv team memhers and comnlete the Rranch Assianment | ist (HICS Form 
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Immediate (Operational Period 0-2 Hours) Time | Initial 
  

@... if activated, to perform documentation and tracking. 
  

Document all key activities, actions, and decisions in an Operational Log (HICS Form 214) 
on a continual basis. 
  

Document all communications (internal and external) on an Incident Message Form (HICS 
Form 213). Provide a copy of the Incident Message Form to the Documentation Unit. 
  

  

Intermediate (Operational Period 2-12 Hours) i Initial 
  

Attend all command briefings and Incident Action Planning meetings to gather and share 
incident and hospital/facility information. Contribute safety issues, activities and goals to the 
Incident Action Plan. 
  

Continue to assess safety risks of the incident to personnel, the hospital facility, and the 
environment. Advise the Incident Commander and Section Chiefs of any unsafe condition 
and corrective recommendations. 
  

Ensure proper equipment needs are met and equipment is operational prior to each 
operational period. 
  

Continue to document all actions and observations on the Oberalional Log (HICS Form 
214) on a continual basis. 
  

  

Extended (Operational Period Beyond 12 Hours) i Initial 
  

@ Re-assess the safety risks of the extended incident to personnel, the hospital facility, and 
the environment and report appropriately. Advise the Incident Commander and Section 
Chiefs of any unsafe condition and corrective recommendations. 
  

Continue to update the Incident Action Plan Safety Analysis (HICS Form 261) for possible 
inclusion in the facility/hospital Incident Action Plan. 
  

Continue to assess hospital operations and practices of staff, and terminate and report any 
unsafe operation or practice, recommending corrective actions to ensure safe service 
delivery. 
  

Continue to attend all command briefings and incident action planning meetings to gather 
and share incident and hospital/facility information. Contribute safety issues, activities and 
goals to the Incident Action Plan. 
  

Ensure your physical readiness through proper nutrition, water intake, rest, and stress 
management techniques. 
  

Observe all staff and volunteers for signs of stress and inappropriate behavior. Report 
concerns to the Employee Health & Well-Being Unit. 
  

Upon shift change, brief your replacement on the status of all ongoing operations, issues, 
and other relevant incident information. 
  

  

Demobilization/System Recovery i Initial 
  

As needs for Safety team staff decrease, return staff to their normal jobs and combine or 
deactivate positions in a phased manner. 
  

@ Ensure return/retrieval of equipment and supplies and return all assigned incident 
command equipment. 
          Upon deactivation of your position, brief the Incident Commander on current problems, 
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Demobilization/System Recovery Time | Initial 
  

outstanding issues, and follow-up requirements. 
  

Upon deactivation of your position, submit Operational Logs (HICS Form 214) and all 
completed documentation to the Planning Section Chief. 
  

Participate in after-action debriefings and document observations and recommendations for 
improvements for possible inclusion in the After-Action Report. Topics include: 

e Accomplishments and issues 
* Review of pertinent position descriptions and operational checklists 
* Recommendations for procedure changes 
  

Participate in stress management and after-action debriefings. Participate in other briefings 
and meetings as required.       

  

Documents/Tools 

  

Incident Action Plan 

HICS Form 207 — Incident Management Team Chart 
HICS Form 213 — Incident Message Form 
HICS Form 214 — Operational Log 
HICS Form 261 — Incident Action Plan Safety Analysis 
Hospital emergency operations plan 

Hospital organization chart 
Hospital telephone directory 
Radio/satellite phone 
Material safety data sheets (MSDS) or other information regarding involved chemicals (ATSDR, 
CHEMTREC, NIOSH handbook)     
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LIAISON OFFICER 

Mission: Function as the incident contact person in the Hospital Command Center for 
representatives from other agencies. 

  

Date: Start: End: Position Assigned to: Initial: 

Position Reports to: Incident Commander Signature: Initial: 

Hospital Command Center (HCC) Location: Telephone: 
  

Fax: Other Contact Info: Radio Title: 
  

  

  

Immediate (Operational Period 0-2 Hours) Initial 
  

Receive appointment and briefing from the Incident Commander. 
  

Read this entire Job Action Sheet and review incident management team chart (HICS Form 
207). Put on position identification. 
  

‘Notify your usual supervisor of your HICS assignment. 
  

Appoint Liaison team members and complete the Branch Assignment List (HICS Form 
204). 
  

Brief Liaison team members on current situation and incident objectives; develop 
response strategy and tactics; outline action plan and designate time for next briefing. 
  

Establish contact with the Communications Unit Leader, and confirm your contact 
information. 
  

Establish contact with local, county and/or state emergency organization agencies to 
ascertain current status, appropriate contacts and message routing. 
  

Consider need to deploy a Liaison Officer to local EOC; make recommendation to the 
Incident Commander. 
  

Communicate information obtained and coordinate with Public Information Officer. 
  

Obtain initial status and information from the Planning Section Chief to provide as 
appropriate to the inter-hospital emergency communication network and local and/or county 
EOC, upon request: 

o Patient Care Capacity — The number of “immediate (red),” “delayed (yellow),” and 
“minor (green)” patients that can be received and treated immediately, and current 
census. 

Hospital's Overall Status — Current condition of hospital structure, security, and 
utilities. 

Any current or anticipated shortage critical resources including personnel, 
equipment, supplies, medications, etc. 

Number of patients and mode of transportation for patients requiring transfer to 
other hospitals, if applicable. 

Any resources that are requested by other facilities (e.g., personnel, equipment, 
supplies, medications, etc.). 

e Media relations efforts being initiated, in conjunction with the PIO. 
  

Establish communication with other hospitals, local Emergency Operations Center (EOC), 
and/or local response agencies (e.g., public health). Report current hospital status. 
    Establish contact with liaison counterparts of each assisting and cooperating agency (e.g., 

local EOC, Red Cross), keeping governmental Liaison Officers updated on changes in       
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Immediate (Operational Period 0-2 Hours) Time | Initial 
  

facility/hospital status, initial hospital response to incident, critical issues and resource 
needs. 
  

Request one or more recorders as needed from the Labor Pool and Credentialing Unit 
Leader, if activated, to perform all necessary documentation. 
  

Document all key activities, actions, and decisions in an Operational Log (HICS Form 214) 
on a continual basis. 
  

Document all communications (internal and external) on an Incident Message Form (HICS 
Form 213). Provide a copy of the Incident Message Form to the Documentation Unit. 
  

  

Intermediate (Operational Period 2-12 Hours) 
  

Attend all command briefings and Incident Action Planning meetings to gather and share 
incident and hospital/facility information. Contribute inter-hospital information and 
community response activities and provide Liaison goals to the Incident Action Plan. 
  

Request assistance and information as needed through the inter-hospital emergency 
communication network or from the local and/or regional EOC. 
  

Consider need to deploy a Liaison Officer to the local EOC; make this recommendation to 
the Incident Commander. 
  

Obtain Hospital Casualty/Fatality Report (HICS Form 259) from the Public Information 
Officer and Planning Section Chief and report to appropriate authorities the following 
minimum data: 

Number of casualties received and types of injuries treated. 
Current patient capacity (census) 

Number of patients hospitalized, discharged home, or transferred to other facilities. 
Number dead. 

Individual casualty data: name or physical description, sex, age, address, 
seriousness of injury or condition. 

  

Respond to requests and issues from incident management team members regarding inter- 
organization (e.g., other hospitals, governmental entities, response partners) problems. 
  

Assist the Labor Pool & Credentialing Team Leader with problems encountered in the 
volunteer credentialing process. 
  

Report any special information obtained (e.g., identification of toxic chemical, 
decontamination or any special emergency condition) to appropriate personnel in the 
receiving area of the hospital (e.g., emergency department), HCC and/or other receiving 
facilities. 
  

Continue to document all actions and observations on the Operational Log (HICS Form 
214) on a continual basis. 
  

  

Extended (Operational Period Beyond 12 Hours) Initial 
  

In coordination with the Labor Pool & Credentialing Unit Leader and the local EOC, request 
physicians and other hospital staff willing to volunteer as Disaster Service Workers outside 
of the hospital, when appropriate. 
  

Communicate with Logistics Section Chief on status of supplies, equipment and other 
resources that could be mobilized to other facilities, if needed or requested. 
    Consider need to deploy/maintain a Liaison Officer to local EOC; make the       
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Extended (Operational Period Beyond 12 Hours) Time | Initial 
  

recommendation to the Incident Commander. 
  

Prepare and maintain records and reports as appropriate. 
  

Ensure your physical readiness through proper nutrition, water intake, rest, and stress 
management techniques. 
  

Observe all staff and volunteers for signs of stress and inappropriate behavior. Report 
concerns to the Employee Health & Well-Being Unit. 
  

Upon shift change, brief your replacement on the status of all ongoing operations, issues, 
and other relevant incident information. 
  

  

Demobilization/System Recovery Initial 
  

As needs for Liaison team staff decrease, return staff to their normal jobs and combine 

or deactivate positions in a phased manner. 
  

Ensure return/retrieval of equipment and supplies and return all assigned incident 
command equipment. 
  

Upon deactivation of your position, brief the Incident Commander on current problems, 
outstanding issues, and follow-up requirements. 
  

Upon deactivation of your position, submit Operational Logs (HICS Form 214) and all 
completed documentation to the Planning Section Chief. 
  

Participate in after-action debriefings and document observations and recommendations for 
improvements for possible inclusion in the After-Action Report. Topics include: 

e Accomplishments and issues 
e Review of pertinent position descriptions and operational checklists 
e Recommendations for procedure changes 
  

Participate in stress management and after-action debriefings. Participate in other briefings 
and meetings as required.       

  

Documents/Tools 
  

Incident Action Plan 
HICS Form 207 — Incident Management Team Chart 
HICS Form 213 — Incident Message Form 
HICS Form 214 — Operational Log 
HICS Form 259 — Hospital Casualty/Fatality Report 
Hospital emergency operations plan 
Hospital organization chart 
Hospital telephone directory 
Radio/satellite phone 

Municipal organization chart and contact numbers 
County organization chart and contact numbers ® 
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Emergency Operations Plan 

1. OVERVIEW 
The Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) provides an organized process to initiate, manage, and 
recover from a variety of emergencies, both external and internal, which could confront the 
Lutheran Hospital of Indiana (LHI) and surrounding community. LHI leaders, including 
leaders of the medical staff, participate in the development of this Emergency Operations Plan. 

The EOP identifies the hospital’s capabilities and establishes response procedures for when 
the hospital cannot be supported by the local community in LHI’s efforts to provide 
communications, resources and assets, security and safety, staff, utilities, or patient care for at 
least 96 hours. Note, LHI is not required to stockpile supplies to last for 96 hours of operation. 

The Emergency Operations Plan describes a comprehensive “all hazards” command structure 
for coordinating the six critical areas: communications, resources and assets, safety and 
security, staffing, utilities, and clinical activities. The overall response procedures include 
single emergencies that can temporarily affect demand for services, along with multiple 
emergencies that can occur concurrently or sequentially that can adversely impact patient 
safety and the ability to provide care, treatment, and services for an extended length of time. 
The Lutheran Hospital of Indiana has updated emergency plans to establish the necessary 
policies and procedures to achieve preparedness and respond to and recovery from an incident. 
The newly revised plans and procedures will be exercised and reviewed to determine and 
measure functional capability. This is also in compliance with the National Incident 
Management System (NIMS) components (NIMS Element 7). 

LHI EOP describes the recovery strategies and actions designed to help restore the systems 
that are critical to providing care, treatment and services after an emergency. 

The EOP describes the processes for initiating and terminating LHI’s response and recovery 
phases of an emergency, including under what circumstances these phases are activated. 

The EOP identifies the individual(s) who has the authority to activate the response and 
recovery phases of the emergency response.  
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The EOP identifies alternative sites for care, treatment and services that meet the needs of its 
patients during emergencies. 

If LHI experiences an actual emergency, it implements its response procedures related to care, 
treatment and services for its patients. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

During an emergency, the Hospital Incident Command System (HICS) will be in place. The 
staff have been trained in NIMS and identified through the HICS system. 

The Environment of Care/Emergency Management Committee 

Vital to successful planning for any disaster is the identification and tasking of a select 
group of multidisciplinary hospital representatives to become members of the hospital’s 
Emergency Management Committee (i.e., the Environment of Care Committee in some 
hospitals). Involving local agencies such as police, fire/emergency medical services, 
emergency management, and public health in committee deliberations helps clarify roles 
and responsibilities and encourage personal networking. This familiarization will help 
promote much needed priority setting, information-sharing, and joint decision-making 
during a real incident. The committee meets regularly and consists of clinical and non- 
clinical representatives from key departments and functioning units of the facility. 

The chairperson sets each meeting’s agenda and facilitates the committee’s work to 
achieve an annually established set of objectives. Subcommittees or task groups are 
appointed to accomplish identified projects or to plan training and exercises as needed. 
Minutes of each meeting are be published and disseminated as necessary. 
DEFINITIONS 

1. Internal Emergency 
An Internal Emergency involves an incident within the hospital that disrupts normal 
hospital operations. Incidents include bomb threats, utility failures, hostage situations, 
and infant/pediatric abductions. 

2. External Emergency 
An External Emergency involves an incident beyond the immediate boundaries of the 
hospital. Such an incident can result in a sudden arrival of a large number of 
casualties, including contaminated or contagious victims, which involve the 
Emergency Department. Other External Emergencies include snowstorms, utility 
outages, and tornadoes that may not impact the hospital directly, but could require a 
status alert for the facility. 

9 3. Mass Causality Emergency  
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A Mass Causality Emergency involves a large influx of victims from an internal or 
external event requiring treatment, such as the result of a fire, explosion, train wreck, 
or bioterrorism event. The victims may arrive at the Emergency Department via 
ambulance or other emergency service vehicle. 

Any series of events which creates an overload situation in the Emergency 
Department may necessitate the use of the emergency procedures described in the 
Mass Casualty Plan. The mass casualty emergency may be combined with other 
response plans used to protect the facility, such as in the event of an approaching 
hurricane or snow storm. 

EMERGENCY CODES 
@® The following Alert Codes are used to notify the staff of emergencies. The alert codes and 

“all clear” signals are announced by an “over-head” page.  


